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01  /  The Ground Gear Way

Specific challenges 
demand specific 
solutions.
––
Ground Gear is an independent importer, selling 
specialist solutions in New Zealand and Australia. 

The equipment focused on in NZ is Hay Raking equipment 
along with Hard Metal solutions / Ground engaging parts 
for abrasive soils along with seed drilling components.

We work a little differently to other companies because  
we do not seek to provide a one size fits all solution with 
me too equipment, instead we remain truly independent 
in our selection of ingenious and clever equipment and 
wearing parts solutions from hand picked suppliers.

This allows us the flexibility to adapt quickly to the 
changing circumstances of farming and work closely 
with our Overseas manufacturers in providing specific 
equipment solutions for specific applications. 

With one eye on the future, our goal is to keep evolving 
the game with an offering and mode of working with our 
customers that is unique in every sense.
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Agronic Rakes have a unique ability to maintain forward 
speed and row shaping abilities for different models of 
balers and loader wagons with no expensive gear train to 
get overloaded in heavy crops.

Brilliantly simple invention using flexible poly-amide tines 
(No more steel tine breakages and damage to following 
machinery). The tine angle sweeps well in both heavy & 
light crops.

Overall crop cleanliness is on a par with rotary rakes and 
ease of hook up is a lot faster than some of the complex 
rotary raking machines in the marketplace.

The WR600 model is very popular and can be rear 
mounted, loader mounted, front link mounted and with  
the additional of some clever attachment adapters can  
also be telehandler mounted.

Advantages of front mounting are many and not just the 
fact that it makes using a baler in combination an option, 
saving a labour unit. 

The other advantages are:

- Simpler logistics, one tractor vs. two tractors

-  Front Rake moves the crop in between the tractor wheels 
so no driving over the crop and contamination of fodder 
in damp ground conditions. 

-  Also last but not least it gives the operator a great 
overview of the rake & is easier to get into corners which 
can be difficult with a trailed rake, if an operator takes 
the corner without concentrating its easy to put the rear 
steering system into the fence.

Having a great overview of the machine out front results 
in less fatigue and no more straining of your neck, looking 
back all the time. 

For a ‘no fuss’ simple to use and set up hay & silage 
rake the WR 600 in rear mounted mode is an answer for 
livestock farmers with smaller tractors without front links 
where the front loader would be on the limit. The WR 600 
offers simpler and safer hook up with no PTO shaft saving 
valuable time in the season. Also by lifting the rake on the 
headlands you can make tighter and quicker turns.

Also as skilled operators have become harder & harder 
to find combining a baler, or baler-combi and AGRONICs 
6.1 metre front rake is now a reality, saving labour, 
depreciation & fuel compared to running a second tractor 
with a trailed rake. 

Hydraulic direct drive allows for high capacity and 
powerful raking performance all whilst keeping repairs  
and maintenance costs to an absolute minimum. 

This is a range of grass raking equipment that solves  
a problem in NZ farmers’ fields where fence lines, pivot 
ruts and rough ground conditions can cause expensive 
damage and  associated downtime using raking systems 
with steel tine arms.

Crop cleanliness and gentle crop handling action is  
also exceptional in baleage and high value crops like 
alfalfa (lucerne) and oaten hay.

The Agronic rakes lift first and then sweep the grass 
across resulting in a very square shouldered, square  
sided windrow.

02  / Range Overview

The Agronic system
––
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Agronic’s WR500 fits directly onto a front-end loader 
(Utilising a Front-end loader adapter identical to that 
used by the WR600Rake).

The simple and reliable hydraulic drive system allows for 
the tractor’s hydraulic system to be left in the floating 
position. With front-end loader mounting the frame has 
large slots that allow the tractor and loader to follow 
through undulations whilst the Rake rides upon its own 
guide wheels following contour with ease.

The WR500 is designed to double rows from smaller 
mowers, although in a light crop like lucerne through to a 
heavy crop of meadow hay 2 x 3 metre mower conditioned 
rows can be pulled in. 

Loader mounting for a lifestyle block contractor is perfect 
even if not intending to run a baler in combined operation, 

the ease of lifting the rake over gateways in small fields is 
a big time-saver, compared to trying to manoeuvre a large 
Rake into a small field where the gateways can take more 
time negotiating than the Raking to be done.

Again, like the WR600 and WRT 900 machines everything 
is hydraulically adjustable for working width which is 
best set to match the baler pick-up. Hydraulic width 
adjustment is set from either the loader joystick (3rd 
service) or an external remote in the case of a front link 
mounted machine. Pulling in 5 metres of heavy hay crop 
forms a better row than lifting up one side of a 10 metre 
Rake and raking against a swath curtain which tends to 
push the crop to one side of the windrow being formed. 

The row shape is ideal for an in-line or offset conventional 
baler. 

Specifications / WR500

Weight: 395 kg

Max. Working Width: 5.1m

Transport width: 3.3m. Outer tines can be removed and stowed on the front guard for 3.1 m transport.

Max Windrow Width: 2.1m 

Rotors and Tines: 2 x rotors each equipped with 2 x 16 tines

Size of tires 16x 6.50-8 3 pc 

Hydraulic Requirements: 1x2 DA, 1x SA, with free return

WR 500 Raked Row Width 1.1m - 2.1m

Options

Euro norm Loader Bracket Option

Front 3 point adapter Standard

Rear 3 point adapter N/A

03  /  WR500 

Optimal windrows for small balers. 
––
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Specifications / WR600

Weight: 860 kg

Max. Working Width: 6.1m 

Transport width: 2.8m

Max Windrow Width: 2.2m 

Rotors and Tines: 2 x rotors each equipped with 2 x 36 tines

Size of tires 16x 6.50-8 7 pc 

Hydraulic Requirements: 1x2 DA, 1x SA, with free return

Euro Bracket Adapter Weight 78 Kg

WR 600 Raked Row Width 1.2m - 2.2m

Options

Euro norm Loader Bracket Option

Front 3 point adapter Option

Rear 3 point adapter Option

Telehandler hooklifter adapter kit: Option (Stocked in NZ for JCB QFit and Merlo.

Hydraulic direct drive, out to 6.1 metre working width 
and folding up to 2.8 metres for road transport. 
Completely new development in raking with far less 
complexity than rotary twin row rakes. Patented rotor 
design for near zero maintenance. Powerful Danfoss 
hydraulic motors sweep the crop effortlessly. The main 
requirement for trouble free operation is to take a 3/4  
inch return hydraulic coupling to a dump point on the 
tractor to eliminate any possibility of back pressure.  

Save labour costs, save fuel and save unnecessary  
outlay, repairs & maintenance and interest costs on  
a 2nd tractor.

This system with a baler-wrapper combination could be 
the lowest cost baled silage you will ever make? 

With combined operation there is very little productive 
output, bales per hour lost comparing a separate tractor 
and rake, then a separate tractor and baler – combi. The 
main reason for this is that the baler combi is set up 
with sensors that force the baler to stop when the bale is 

transferred to the wrapping table, what this means is that 
if you run a 12 metre rake in front of a baler combi there’s 
simply no-way you will get double the output in bales per 
hour compared to a front rake combined with baler combi. 

In fact the WR600 keeps up with even the highest  
forward speed of the best balers so the choke point is 
always when the baler combi stops to transfer the bale, 
not the raked width.

For operation with front rake, tractor and baler-combi 
front-end loader mounting is vastly preferred by 
contracting clients. For on farm work and flatter fields 
plus large field sizes front linkage mounting can  
be considered.  

These rakes are truly very versatile. They can be loader 
mounted, front link mounted, rear mounted and now even 
mounted on a Telehandler. Adapters for each situation are 
priced based on the preferred method of mounting. Small 
field sizes are more suited to loader mounting.

04  /  WR600 

The All-Rounder. 
––
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Question 2: How do you find the rake in terms of raking 
operation & versatility?

Olli’s Response: ‘Use it how you want, very versatile.’

Question 3: Your fields are bumpy like in NZ?

Olli’s Response: ‘This is quite flat, but some places I work it’s 
like a ploughed field it’s so bumpy, but everything works 
good and is easy, just drive around & push some buttons. ‘         

Question 4: 9.8 km/h is that the optimum forward speed?

Olli’s Response: ‘When the field is flat you can go faster,  
like I show you.’

Question 5: How many bales have you done in  
combined operation?

Olli’s Response: ‘12,000 round bales between the 2  
front Rakes.

WR500 was his first machine and then he stepped up  
to a 600, selling his old rake to a neighbour.

‘Very few bales of hay (All wrapped green grass) we also 
do some bales of straw, in Finland it is common to wrap 
straw bales (because of the severe arctic weather, so the 
straw can be stored outside without deteriorating).’

Olli comments Re ‘feeding out the bales’.

‘With this baler when you have the knife out, automatic, 
when you open the bale it doesn’t blow up (OK you know 
what I mean) - when the surface is not cut so it’s very  
nice to handle.

Of course you can do it, bale with knives in from the start 
to end but when you open the bale is not good, it all falls 
to bits.

In Summary

On both the Rake & Bales formed from front Raking & 
Baling in combination, Olli gives us the thumbs up: I have 
not had any problems with this front Rake, all the bales 
are pretty good.’

04  /  Case Study

WR600 ~ New Zealand. 
––

04  /  Case Study

WR600 ~ Finland. 
––

Joe McFarlane

Grazing Contractor 
Newstead, Waikato - NZ 

I have used the Agronic WR600 front mounted rake for 
approximately 250 hours of raking & baling. It leaves 
the paddock very clean and leaves the windrow with nice 
square edges. 

This then makes great shaped round bales with square 
edges without having to weave to fill the sides like some 
rakes do. Blockages in the baler are a thing of the past, 
they just don’t happen anymore. With the rotor width able 
to be adjusted in & out on the move while raking it is 
good for raking narrower areas between troughs & fence 
lines that would normally be left. 

I think it is a very good rake and saves a lot of time being 
able to rake and bale together in one pass.

Customer Profile:

Role: Grazing Property and Contracting: 70 Hectares at 
Newstead, Waikato. 

Career: Retired dairy farmer. Dairy farming in & around 
the Waikato for 40 years and qualified fitter & turner.

Equipment Owned: 

- Agronic WR600 Front Mounted Rake.

-  Lely Front and Rear Mower Conditioners 3.2 metres 
working width.

-  Lely Tornado Baler Combi. (15,000 bales approx.)

-  MF 1840 Inline Conventional Baler – For Lifestyle block 
and horse stud clients.

Combined Operation:

WR600 on Front-End Loader, Massey Ferguson 5612 and 
Lely Tornado Combi-Baler.

Olli Heikki 

Agricultural Contracting Business 
Neimi - Finland

Operation Background:

12,500 bales between two Agronic front Rakes in 3 Seasons.

Olli’s family has a small livestock farm with about 60 beef 
cattle on 30 ha of grass fields & 30 ha of forests.

The business now focuses totally on contracting for other 
farmers, they hope to do 6,000 round bales in a very 
compressed season that starts in late June and finishes 
end of August.

They run 3 Valtra tractors in the contracting and mow with 
a Krone trailed 6 m mower.

Olli’s Experience of the WR600

Question 1: When you go around a sidling (the side of a hill) 
does the baler want to slide a bit you need to turn the front 
wheels a bit to ( ie to stop the tractor from crabbing?)

Olli’s Response: ‘Not much, this rake, baler-combi and 
tractor goes pretty straight.’
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Specifications / WR600R

Weight: 860 kg

Max. Working Width: 6.1m 

Transport width: 2.8m

Max Windrow Width: 2.2m 

Rotors and Tines: 2 x rotors each equipped with 2 x 36 tines

Size of tires 16x 6.50-8 7 pc 

Hydraulic Requirements: 1x2 DA, 1x SA, with free return

Options

Euro norm Loader Bracket Option

Front 3 point adapter Option

Rear 3 point adapter Option

For ‘no fuss’ simple to use and set up hay & silage rake 
the WR600 in rear mounted mode is the answer. Simple 
hook up with no PTO shaft is safer & saves time.

Maximum manoeuvrability in small & awkward shaped 
fields. Minimum greasing points and no time-consuming 
daily maintenance. This machine can be transported 
on the road at 50 km/h as none of the contour wheels 
contact the road surface in 3 point hitch mode. 

At 6.1 metres max working the 600R will pull in up to 2 x 
3.5 metre conditioned rows, although these rakes are set 
up very much as a row independent machine so just pick 
the best line across the field and go!

A revolution in windrow formation. Clean high-quality 
forage is the basis for making high quality milk. The 
highest quality milk comes from Finland, and it was from 
here that a revolution in windrowing was started.

Forming windrows without the need of complicated and 
wear-prone gearboxes, drivelines, bushing systems and 

steel tines was a pre-requisite for forage quality on soft 
peat soils. It was Finnish ingenuity that sought out a 
better way of making clean windrows, by using a simpler, 
compact and more efficient design.

The operating speed and working width can be simply 
and easily adjusted without leaving the comfort of the 
tractor cab. The oil flow is simply adjusted by increasing 
or decreasing flow on the spool valve setting based on the 
operating conditions. Different shaped rows for medium 
square balers to round balers for example can be set to 
achieve the best top fill of the square bale or the best 
and most uniform shape for wrapping and avoiding any 
possibility of mould.

Just remember too if your immediate preference is rear 
mounted and you are keen to try front mounting, all you 
need to do is buy the front-end loader adapter and you 
simply push this machine rather pulling it. The main sub 
frames, rotors and motors are identical all you need to do 
is buy the front-end loader adapter at a later date

05  /  WR600R

Rear mounted. 
–– 01 02
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06  /  Combined Operation

Raking + Baling
––
The mid-sized Agronic WR 600 Rake is available with a 
headstock that allows for mounting on the front loader, 
front linkage, and as well as on the rear linkage.

With the front loader headstock it is possible to rake with 
a Round Baler or Square Baler in combination. The loader 
mounting is best suited to livestock farms and especially 
the smaller field sizes on dairy farms. Front link mounting 
is more suited to cropping farms with bigger fields or 
fences removed to allow larger blocks to be cultivated.

Raking and Baling in a Single Pass 
While there is nothing special about driving, it does take 
some getting used to. Both the combination baler and 
the hydraulically driven rake require a return line for the 
tractor’s hydraulics. 

LS (Load sensing) technology being available on the 
tractor is a bonus so that the rake does not interfere with 
the operation of the wrapper. However there are plenty of 
tractors, rakes & balers running in combination without 
LS, as the front rakes in NZ typically take around 35 to 50 
l/min depending on crop conditions. The higher end is at 
the start of the season when the grass is heavier with less 
wilting.

The biggest benefit of working with the front rake is 
achieved when working with a baler or a self-loading 
wagon. The front rake reduces the driving time and the fuel 
consumption. Labour is also saved, and field compaction 
reduced in waterlogged or soft soils. Contractors working 
in remote regions covering high road km’s greatly benefit 
from front raking. One operator, one tractor, baler - wrapper 
combi and rake are able to travel 50 km to a job stay in the 
same area doing work and come back to base with the job 
done. 

With margins already tight in the contracting game the 
savings are considerable. 

Raking in combination with the baler works very well. 
However, sharp turns are not possible on the headlands 
mainly due to use of fences in our farming systems. So 
loader mounting is always the better option, to allow for the 
rake to lift over fence height if needed and to align the rake 
and baler to rake as straight as possible even if at an angle 
to the cut swath the rake still manages to even out the 
material through the unique action of the drums.
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–– 
Top Left to Bottom Right: 01 / Ut ac volutpat nunc, a lacinia eros. 02 / Phasellus fermentum euismod. 03 / Nullam ullamcorper lacus  
a dolor elementum.

07  /  Photo Gallery

Agronic rakes in action. 
––
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